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pirates.' They are centos of the worst variety, marked by
extreme coarseness. On the other hand, the romantic poems
which appear ^ in the next century reach, under Western
influence, & higher plane. Such are Callimachus and Chry-
sorrhoe (thirteenth century), whose theme is the rescuing of a
princess from a dragon by a prince and includes a wealth of
magical apparatus, and Lybistrus and Rhodamne (? fourteenth
century), in which a princess is won by a Latin prince from a
Prankish rival at a tournament. Equally touched by Frankish
influence is the interesting romance of Belthandrus and
Chrysantza* The three poems mentioned are all in the
popular fifteen-syllable 'political* metre, as is an attractive
poem of a rather later date (fifteenth century), Imberius and
Margarona^ which is entirely based on a French romance,
though this has been modified to suit Greek taste. The poem
describes the winning of the Neapolitan princess Margarona
by the Provencal prince Imberius, and the remarkable
adventures of the pair. It is worth noting that this poem
influenced the author of the great seventeenth-century
Cretan romance^ the Erotocritus.
[At my request Professor Mavrogordato has generously contributed
this section on the Digenes jikritas Epic: it is to be hoped that he will
publish an annotated English translation of the poem. N.H.B.]
The Efic. The Epic of Digenes Akritas occupies a place
of peculiar importance in Byzantine literature. It is not, as
is sometimes said, the picture of a secular conflict between
East and West. Such a notion would have been meaningless
in the Byzantine world. The hero of the epic who gives to it
the name of his origin and occupation brings peace to the
borders of the Empire. It marks with its associated tales and
ballads a transition between medieval and modern Greek
literature. It draws not only on Byzantine histories and on
local chronicles, but also, to an extent hitherto unrecognized,
on Hellenistic writings and on a mass of folk-lore much of
which is still current in the Greek world, and being untouched
by Western influence it may be said to transmit through
romance and ballad a faint folk memory of the ancient world.
1 This and Lybistrus and Rhodamne have been translated into French by Gidel
in his Etudes sur la literature grecque moderne (Paris, 1866).

